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Abstract— This paper describes the concept of packet 

scheduling in wireless sensor networks. Packet scheduling 

enhances the performance of wireless sensors for delivery of 

messages. Packet scheduling techniques in wireless sensor 

networks for end to end delay accordance to time limit. End 

to end delay depends on length of data and it describes the 

Quality of service in wireless sensor networks. Packet 

scheduling is based on decision making for selecting which 

packet is to be sent and drop. Dropping of packet depends on 

priority of packets. Packet scheduling is needed to improve 

the performance of network bandwidth, delivery time, and 

network lifetime and energy consumption. In this paper 

describes the various packet scheduling algorithms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is combination of nodes. 

In which small nodes connect to each other and form a 

network. Wireless sensor networks are used in many 

applications such as environment monitoring, temperature, 

humidity etc. Wireless senor networks have main constraints 

time, short range communication, low bandwidth and energy 

etc. Wireless sensors networks have limited energy. 

Batteries of WSNs are not easily charged. Proper usage of 

battery or energy there is necessary to scheduling of data.  

Minimum energy is used by proper scheduling of packets. 

Proper scheduling of packets only with usage of congestion 

free delivery of data. Congestion consumes more energy and 

time. For proper scheduling of nodes timing constraints are 

very important. 

 
                      Fig. 1: Wireless Senor Network 

A. Example 

Wireless sensors are used in fire detection in forest. If any 

time sensors find the signal of fire than sensors immediately 

required for deliver the message to base station about 

occurrence of fire. There is timing constraint is important 

for proper transmission of message.  In this paper mainly 

describe the concept of packet scheduling on basis of 

priority, deadline. Some packets are dropped during 

scheduling. Packets dropped on the basis of packet size, 

bandwidth usage and timing slot and other are sending with 

highest priority.[1]  

For extend network life time energy efficient 

routing protocol proposed A* algorithm for finding the 

optimal path with minimum hop count from source to 

destination.[2]  It selects the path on the basis of energy. 

This scheduling algorithm for selection of shortest path with 

minimum energy usage and decrease the traffic load. With 

minimum energy consumption the network life time 

increases. 

In this paper Section II describes the related work, 

Section III describes the scheduling algorithms, Section IV 

describes conclusion of paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Han Hao, Ke Wang describes the scheduling algorithm for 

end to end delay and reduces energy consumption and also 

assures the quality of Service of packets transmission. In 

this utility based scheduling algorithm applied as incoming 

data not lost as packets. In this SMM (Semi markov model) 

used in which three parameters calculated as space required 

for incoming packets, energy consumption during 

transmission, time slot for waiting packets. This algorithm 

compares with crankshaft which consumes less power and 

end to end delay of packets. Crankshaft has traffic load 

increases the packet loss increases but there is no any impact 

on semi markov model algorithm and also it consume same 

energy as existing crankshaft algorithm.[3] 

Ms.R.Priscilla Joy describes the scheduling of 

packets with Enhanced DMP (Dynamic Multilevel Priority) 

algorithm. In this scheduling of packets within partition of 

data with four parts. Partition of packets as FCFS(First come 

first serve) task ,real time task, non-real time remote task, 

non-real time local task In this paper compares the E-DMP 

with existing DMP  algorithm. In enhanced algorithm the 

delay of transfer data is reduced and quality of data 

transmission rate improved [4]. Lemia Louail describes in 

paper for MAC-Aware routing in wireless sensor networks. 

MAC aware routing uses MAR-WSN protocol uses for 

know about the next hop decisions on the basis of time 

division scheduling. On TDMA scheduling MAC protocol 

required for less energy consumption and end to end 

transmission of data. MAR-WSN is to choose the next hop 

using time slot information from the TDMA scheduling and 

exploiting two-hop neighbourhood knowledge. With using 

time scheduling approach the hops divided into time slots 

and find shortest path to reach a destination. [5] 

Ahmad Naseem Alvi describes scheduling on the 

basis of time division. In this MAC layer based Bitmap 

assisted shortest job first (BS-MAC) used. In this uses small 

time slots because these consume less energy and chances of 

delay as waiting time reduces. In this algorithm the Shortest 

job first adopts rather than round robin because round robin 

has required more time slots for data transmission and 

consume extra amount of energy. But shortest job first 

algorithm consumes less amount of energy and improves the 

transmission rate. [6] 
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Wireless sensors have mainly network lifetime, 

energy consumption and end to end delay parameters. 

Delays are reduced with packet scheduling algorithms. 

Joohwan Kim and Priyanka M.Lokhande describes 

Sleep-Wake scheduling algorithm is efficient for 

increase the lifetime of network, decrease the delay time. In 

sleep-wake algorithm source node send a signal to 

neighboring hop for wake up and activate for receiving 

signal but it result in delays because source node wait for a 

long time to wake up neighboring node. Analyst Sleep-wake 

scheduling algorithm which minimizes the expected packet-

delivery delays from the source nodes to the destination 

node. [7-8] 

Soumyadip Sengupta proposes multiobjective sleep 

scheduling algorithms schedule the nodes of wireless 

sensors for maximum lifetime and minimum energy 

consumption.in this paper compares its performance with 

existing algorithm. [9] 

Chao describe finding critical path dynamically.In 

duty cycles the sleep and wake modes. In Critical path 

algorithm find the longest path from shortest paths from 

source node to next network. Minimize latency ahead is 

computed from source to other nodes.Latency is computed 

as message transfer only to wake nodes. [10] 

Mao Yan proposed time slot based scheduling 

algorithm for end to end reliability. For maximize reliability 

and end to end transmission of packets in accordance to time 

slots based for Wireless sensor and control network. In this 

two scheduling schemes used. Dedicated scheduling for 

number of slots from source to destination. Shared 

scheduling for sharing of time slots. These schemes are 

applied on the single path routing and multipath routing. 

Single path routing with fixed number of transmitters. [11] 

III. PACKET SCHEDULING TECHNIQUES 

There are various packet scheduling techniques for 

transmission of data on the basis of size of data. Various 

packet-scheduling algorithms of WSN are First Come First 

Served (FCFS), Shortest Job first, Round Robin, preemptive 

and non- preemptive algorithms. Some algorithms higher 

energy consumption and long end-to-end data transmission 

delay. These algorithms each have its own parameters for 

selection.  

These algorithms are on the basis of deadline, 

packet type, priority, number of queues. 

 
Fig. 1: Various Packet Scheduling Techniques 

A. Classification on the basis of Deadline 

1) FCFS (First Come First Serve) Algorithm 

In this algorithm processes are arranged according to their 

arrival time. Processes arranged in queue. Once process is 

complete than other process started for ready queue. In this 

algorithm there is no impact of priority of processes. This 

algorithm is easy to understand. But in this delay time 

increases and not good impact on quality of service. It gives 

bad impact to response time. 

2) Shortest Job First (SJF) 

In SJF the shortest process the processes are arranged 

according to their size and time slot which has minimum 

time slot and size that packets are scheduled first. It requires 

advance knowledge about size of packets. This algorithm is 

considered to be efficient for average packet waiting time 

and end-to-end delay. But if deadline of a packet expires 

than particular packet dropped from the process. [12] 

Various scheduling algorithms for real time data 

scheduling. R.Gomathi proposes an algorithm Nearest Job 

Next with combination (NJNC).In this scheme online data 

collection and queue based modeling. Its results are 

compares with FCFS. NJNC gives better result than FCFS 

as a data collection, delay, throughput and packet reception 

ratio [13]. 

3) Round Robin Scheduling Algorithm 

Round robin algorithm in which all packets are selected for 

transmission. Each packet has assigned a time slot for 

processing. All packets have equal priority in circular queue 

for selection. Liu Zhang describes weighted round robin 

scheduling algorithm for relay nodes in which queues as 

single and multiple scheduled dynamically. Weighted round 

robin gives better real time performance [14]. Arun Raj 

describes packet scheduling on the basis of traffic load. 

Round Robin based secure aware packet scheduling 

(RSAPS) focuses on traffic load. When packet arrives firstly 

check finishing time according to deadline. It provides 

security such as scheduling on the basis of traffic load. It 

compares with Improved Security–Aware Packet 

Scheduling algorithm (ISAPS) algorithm and RSAPS gives 

minimum packet dropping ratio and more security. When 

traffic load increases firstly schedule the packets and the 

security performance decreases [15] 

B. Classification on the basis of Data Type 

1) Real Time Packet 

Real time packet scheduling in which schedule real time 

data packets with highest priority. Real time packets have to 

waiting time minimum for processing and these packets are 

in ready queue. Real time data packets delivered with 

highest priority than other packets .It consume less energy 

for processing and minimum end to end delay of packets. 

2) Non Real Time Data 

Non Real time data packets have less priority than real time 

data packets. These packets are delivered after the delivery 

of real time data packets. It consume more energy than real 

time packets because for the waiting time of packets. These 

are process with shortest job first, first come first serve or 

round robin packet scheduling algorithms. 

Octav Chipara [16] describes Real Time Query 

Scheduling (RTQS) which supports conflict free 

transmission in which query runs in two parts: 

 Planner 
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 Scheduler 

1) Planner makes plan about execution of query. Same 

plan used for running multiple queries. 

2) Scheduler runs on every node for determine time slot 

and deadline of query in which planned query 

executed. 

C. Classification on the basis of Priority 

1) Preemptive Scheduling 

Preemptive packets are scheduled with highest priority. 

Higher priority tasks processed first than lower priority 

tasks. Higher priority tasks are executed immediately. If 

lower priority process running and higher priority packet 

arrives than its process stopped and started again after 

completion of higher priority task. 

2) Non Preemptive Scheduling 

In non-preemptive scheduling the packets process which is 

already running that processed first. Suppose one packet is 

running and new packet arrive which has higher priority 

than already running packet than there is no impact on 

already running process. Firstly that completed which is 

started not interrupted until not finished it already than 

higher priority packet process. 

RTQS support both types of scheduling Preemptive 

Query Scheduling (PQS) and Non Preemptive Query 

Scheduling (NQS). 

NQS achieve high capacity but not provides better 

response time to high priority queries. 

PQS eliminates priority inversions with minimum 

energy consumption. 

Slack Stealing Query Scheduling (SSQS) combines 

both PQS and NQS with improvement in energy 

consumption according to timing limit of queries. [16] 

D. Classification on the basis of Number of Queues: 

1) Single Queue 

Single queue in which packet scheduling time slots are in 

single queue. All packets are in ready queue and these are 

selected for delivery on the basis of length, bandwidth usage 

and priority. 

2) Multiple Queues 

Nodes have more than one queue. Scheduling of packets on 

the basis of task division in each queue and scheduling 

packets in queue. Time slots are divided into multiple 

queues for each packet. Nodes which are at upper level have 

more number of queues than lower level of nodes for end to 

end data transmission and consume less energy. Priority 

packet scheduling scheme has better performance than the 

FCFS and multi-level queue scheduler schemes in terms of 

end-to-end data transmission delay. 

E. Dynamic Multilevel Priority Scheduling: 

For eliminate problems in multiple queues Pallavi Sawale 

purpose an algorithm DMP(Dynamic multilevel Priority 

scheduling) technique in which solve the problem of non-

preemptive scheduling scheme to wait for completion of 

other non-preemptive tasks and in preemptive scheduling 

waiting lower priority packets are placed in queue. In DMP 

algorithm schedule packets on the basis of priority. Real 

time data with higher priority processed in first queue with 

minimum end to end delay and other lower priority tasks 

scheduled in other queues [17]. Thejesh B describes three 

level priority packet scheduling algorithm gives better 

performance than FCFS and multiple queues for real time 

and non-real time data [18]. 

R.Arasa Kumar describes TDMA (Time Division 

Multiple Access) is used in provide time slots to nodes in 

different queues. Selection of multiple queues for real time 

and non-real time data for minimizing delay, reduce waiting 

time and end to end transmission because no collision occur. 

[19] 

Varsha Jain describes the dynamic multilevel 

priority packet scheduling design for wireless networks. In 

this paper node has three types of priority queues. This 

paper on the basis of fuzzy logic scheduling. It improves 

QoS and end to end delay. [20] 

Suhas Bansode describes the DMP scheduling with 

better delivery ratio and monitors the energy consumption. 

FCFS, preemptive scheduling have higher routing overhead 

for scheduling, more time and energy consumption for data 

transmission. But there is some limitations for task priority 

based on timing limit rather than shortest job algorithm. 

Also removing of tasks which are expired due to timing 

limit and improving bandwidth utilization. [21] Lutful 

Karim proposes three level scheduling algorithms. Three 

level priority scheme better for real time tasks. It performs 

better than FCFS and multi queue scheduling technique. 

[22] 

F. Analysis of Existing Scheduling Algorithms: 

Various 

Algorithms 
Network lifetime Transmission rate Energy consumption QoS 

FCFS 
Less due to high 

energy consumption 
Long end to end delay 

Higher energy 

consumption 
Not good 

SJF Lifetime increases 
Minimum end to end 

delay for short messages 

Less energy 

consumption 
Improved 

BS-MAC Lifetime increases Minimize delay 
Increase energy 

efficiency 

Improve quality by handling 

large amount of traffic 

DMP 

Lifetime increases 

with time slot 

usage. 

Delay reduced due to 

separated transmission 

Energy save due to not 

occurrence of 

congestion 

Average throughput and less 

bandwidth consumption and 

quality improved. 

RTQS 

Life time improves 

due to conflict free 

transmission. 

Transmission rate 

improved with less 

congestion. 

Energy consume due to 

planner and scheduling 

activities. 

SSQS improve quality. 

Table 1: Analysis of existing Scheduling Algorithms: 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Wireless Sensor networks are important in computer 

networking. Its demand increases day by day due to usage in 

real time applications. Due to increases demand need a data 

sensed rapidly as soon as possible. It is done by scheduling 

the packets in such a way that no collision occur in 

transmission. In this paper discuss various scheduling 

algorithms. From this literature survey we have concluded 

that Dynamic multilevel priority scheduling algorithm is 

best suited for scheduling. It improves the lifetime in which 

time slots are allocated for transmission. Collision free data 

transmission and reduce chances for packet drop. 
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